ANNEX B
NOISE SINGAPORE AWARD RECIPIENTS
ART & DESIGN –

PHOTOGRAPHY –

PHOTOGRAPHY –

Allysa Sing

Wilfred Weegee

Felicia Quah

Allysa Sing is a mixed media
artist whose projects often
explore the boundaries of
beauty and society, whilst
trying to make sense of the
inherent attractiveness of
nature. She recently
graduated and now holds a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
in Digital Filmmaking.
Besides being a student of
Digital Filmmaking, her
interest in production design
in filmmaking has led her to
art & design projects that
allow her to work with
different mediums.

Wilfred is currently pursuing
a photography degree at the
School of Art, Design and
Media in Nanyang
Technological University
(NTU). He lived in a small
fishing village at the seaside
in Pengerang, Southern
Malaysia for 18 years before
coming to Singapore to
pursue his education. Wilfred
draws inspiration from
childhood memories and
current issues. He seeks to
present his vision and
commentary through his
dream-like imagery.

Felicia Quah is an artist
residing in Singapore and is
currently pursuing her
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
in Photography and Digital
Imaging at NTU. Felicia’s
photographs revolve mainly
around human presence and
the essence it contains. She
believes in creating art works
that portray and evoke
emotional responses.
Inspired by the subjective
reality of narratives told
through visuals, Felicia
imposes a certain neutrality
upon her canvas – the
photograph.
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MUSIC –

MUSIC –

MUSIC –

Sa (仨)

neoDominatrix

Stopgap

Sa (仨), which means “three
of us” in Northern Chinese
dialect, embodies the spirit of
three individuals influenced
by diverse cultures in today’s
cosmopolitan and globalised
world. The trio is driven by
passion and a zest for
experimentation, honouring
their ethnic tradition while
pursuing modern sonic
experiences. Featuring
original compositions
inspired by their cultural
roots, Sa (仨) hopes to
create musical art
representing their modern
identity as Chinese from a
Diaspora.

neoDominatrix is an
experimental music project
led by Andy Chong (nD),
who decided to bring
together a group of
musicians with a similar
vision to share their
collective musical
experience. Every song
neoDominatrix writes has a
question in mind, mostly
controversial. The music is
drawn from that controversy
and performed with an
improvisational approach
where the dynamics and
orchestration are determined
by the band’s judgement of
time, space, mood, and
audience reaction.

Stopgap is a five-piece
independent rock band from
Singapore. Influenced by
bands like The Arctic
Monkeys, The Strokes, Red
Hot Chili Peppers, and Foals,
Stopgap delivers high energy
rhythm and bass grooves
accompanied by emotional
melody lines that showcase
a diverse array of music
styles that are not only
heard, but felt.

Members:

Members:

Members:

-

Andy C. (Dizi)
Natalie Alexandra
(Guzheng)
Cheryl Ong (Drums)

-

Andy Chong (Guitar)
NazTy (Keyboard)
AnsonK (Drums)
Lou Intrigue (DJ)
Tim De Cotta (Bass)

-

Eldad (Drums)
Grayson (Bass)
Yewjin (Guitar)
Calvin (Guitar)
Adin (Vocals)
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